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Abstract

Molecular level understanding and characterization of solvation environments is

often needed across chemistry, biology, and engineering. Toward practical modeling of

local solvation e↵ects of any solute in any solvent, we report a static and all-quantum

mechanics based cluster-continuum approach for calculating single ion solvation free

energies. This approach uses a global optimization procedure to identify low energy

molecular clusters with di↵erent numbers of explicit solvent molecules and then employs

the Smooth Overlap for Atomic Positions (SOAP) kernel to quantify the similarity

between di↵erent low-energy solute environments. From these data, we use sketch-

map, a non-linear dimensionality reduction algorithm, to obtain a two-dimensional

visual representation of the similarity between solute environments in di↵erently sized

microsolvated clusters. After testing this approach on di↵erent ions having charges of
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2+, 1+, 1-, and 2-, we find that the solvation environment around the ion can be seen

to converge along with the single-ion solvation free energy. Without needing either

dynamics simulations or an a priori knowledge of local solvation structure of the ions,

this approach can be used to calculate solvation free energies with errors within five

percent of experimental measurements for most cases, and it should be transferable for

the study of other systems where dynamics simulations are not easily carried out.

1 Introduction

Solvation plays an essential role in chemical and biological processes ranging from homo-

geneous catalysis to ion channel transport to energy storage. In many cases, the explicit

interactions between small ions with nearby solvent molecules are crucial for molecular-scale

understanding of the systems. In such cases, single-ion solvation free energies can be several

hundreds of kcal/mol (or greater than 10 eV), which can make accurate predictions quite

challenging. Molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations have been used,

notably for systems that have anions and complex small molecules,1–3 but the accuracy of

these simulations depends on the availability of high-quality force field parameters. In the

absence of reliable parameters, MD simulations involving quantum mechanics (QM) calcu-

lations can be accurate, but they are far more computationally laborious. Semi-empirical

continuum solvation models (CSMs)4–9 have been developed as practical means to determine

absolute solvation free energies, but CSMs can sometimes result in large errors, especially

with systems that have non-uniform charge distributions. Such errors can significantly im-

pede predictions of thermodynamic properties and severely bias mechanistic predictions.10

A standard approach to address these problems has been to include explicit solvent

molecules with the QM calculation of the solute, using cluster-continuum or mixed im-

plicit/explicit modeling, since this often provides better solvation free energies from ther-

modynamic cycles. Of the methods in this classification, the cluster formulation of quasi-

chemical theory (QCT), developed by Pratt, Rempe, and colleagues, is a rigorous treat-
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ment that uses an electronic structure calculation on the ion with one or more solvation

shells.11–13 This approach has produced accurate predictions of solvation free energies for

hydration of alkali metal ions (Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+),14–19 alkaline earth metals (Mg2+, Ca2+,

Sr2+, Ba2+),20–23 transition metals,24,25 halide ions (F�, Cl�),26–28 small molecules (Kr, H2,

CO2),29–32 ion solvation from non-aqueous solvents,22,33 and binding sites of proteins and

other macromolecules,34–40 generally to within 5% error.23 However, the correct use of QCT

requires determining an appropriate solvation shell for the system, and this can be non-

trivial.41,42

Adding to the complexity of single-ion solvation predictions is that there are two di↵erent

free energy scales that are frequently misunderstood or not acknowledged in the literature.

One is often called the ‘absolute’ scale, while the other is called the ‘real’ scale. The real scale

includes the phase potential43 or surface potential,44–46 which is the total reversible work to

move an ion across the vacuum/liquid interface, whereas the absolute scale does not. The

absolute scale is associated with data from Marcus, who studied and reported experimental

solvation free energies for a large number of ions.47 Those data rely on the ‘classical’ extra-

thermodynamic assumption, referred to as the TATB hypothesis, that two specific ions of

opposite charges have similar absolute free energies. That hypothesis assumes the system is

independent of any interfacial potential that arises from the anisotropic distribution of the

solvent molecules near the interface.48 In a real physical system, a solvation free energy will

also include a phase potential contribution that depends on the interfacial potential at the

water-air interface. The real scale can be associated with data from Tissandier et al., who

have extrapolated conventional free energy measurements on small ionic hydrates to obtain

real solvation free energies of ions in bulk phase.49 This idea is often referred as the cluster

pair-based (CPB) approximation.

The absolute solvation free energy scale can be converted into the real solvation free
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energy scale by incorporating the phase potential using the following equation:

�Greal
solv = �Gabs

solv + zF� (1)

where F is the Faraday constant, z is the atomic charge and � is the interfacial potential.

Table S1 compares Marcus’s data with data from Tissandier et al., and it highlights the phase

potential contribution in real solvation free energy calculations, which is ⇠-13.5 kcal/mole

for alkali metals and ⇠9 kcal/mole for halides. With two sets of experimental data to

compare to, there has often been a lack of consensus on which calculation schemes result

in which solvation free energy scale and why. It is generally understood that free energy

calculations using periodic boundary conditions (such as MD and MC simulations) do not

include the phase potential contribution, and thus represent absolute solvation data because

there is no physical vacuum/liquid interface.50 For cluster-based calculations this is murkier.

Specifically, QCT literature cites the absence of phase potentials in theoretical predictions

and reports data in closest agreement with the absolute solvation data of Marcus,23 while

other computational studies using a similar thermodynamic cycle and cluster-continuum

approach have reported closer agreement with the real solvation scale.51,52 As demonstrated

here, the di↵erence comes from di↵erent cluster sizes used in cluster-continuum calculations.

When the cluster becomes large enough, the continuum solvent model contribution to the

ion’s free energy of solvation goes to zero (0), and then the phase potential becomes relevant.

Developing an automatable cluster continuum approach requires an understanding of

which thermodynamic cycle corresponds to which energy scale and why. This work eluci-

dates the theory between two di↵erent thermodynamic cycles (schemes 1 and 2) and how

they result in two di↵erent solvation free energy scales. To automatically generate micro-

solvated clusters, we used a global optimization method, called ABCluster.53,54 We then

calculated the real solvation free energies with cluster-continuum modeling using the ther-

modynamic cycle outlined in scheme 2. We initially hypothesized that solvation free energies
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will improve if we systematically add explicit water molecules around each ion while ensur-

ing that each microsolvated state is a reasonable approximation of a thermodynamically low

energy structure. A similar idea was previously studied by Bryantsev and co-workers by

increasing water cluster sizes to 18 explicit solvent molecules around the Cu2+ ion, which

significantly decreased the error compared to the CSM-computed solvation free energy.55

Here, we introduce an alternative measure of convergence based on the structural similar-

ities of solvent molecules near the solute using a procedure involving Smooth Overlap of

Atomic Positions descriptors56 and corresponding sketch-maps.57 We then demonstrate that

low energy molecular clusters produced by our procedure have structurally similar local sol-

vation environments, suggesting that this calculation scheme can be used to quantify the

number of explicit solvent molecules needed to accurately model the relevant local solvation

environment of a charged solute.

2 Theory

Cluster continuum modeling has been used in di↵erent formulations to calculate solvation

free energies of small ions.58–61 These methods involve di↵erent approximations, ranging

from including a single water molecule to using MD simulations to obtain physical solvent

structures at room temperatures. QCT is the most robust approach of these because it is

based on statistical mechanics,62 and it has been proven to be reliable in di↵erent applica-

tions.13,23,24,27,28,33,34

The starting point for QCT is to partition the region around the solute into inner and

outer shell solvent domains. Akin to cluster-continuum modeling schemes, the inner shell

is typically treated quantum mechanically, while the outer shell is treated with a dielectric

continuum model. Applied to hydration of ions X with charge m±, the inner-shell reactions

are given as cluster association equilibria:
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Xm± + nH2O *) X(H2O)m±
n (2)

A clustering algorithm is applied to identify the populations of the clusters on the right

side of Eq. 2. The theory then treats the cluster X(H2O)m±
n as a molecular system under

analysis. A natural procedure to identify inner-shell configurations for an ion is to define

waters within a distance � from an ion as an inner-shell partner. With n water ligands in

the cluster, the excess chemical potential, or hydration free energy, consists of several terms,

µ(ex)
X = �kT ln

⇥
K(0)

n ⇢H2O
n
⇤
+ kT ln [pX(n)] +

⇣
µ(ex)
X(H2O)n

� nµ(ex)
H2O

⌘
(3)

This formula is correct for any physical choices of � and n.

The terms in Eq. 3 describe contributions to the total ion hydration free energy from the

inner and outer shell solvation environments. The first term gives ion association reactions

with water molecules in the inner shell taking place in an ideal gas phase. The association

reactions are scaled by the water density, ⇢H2O, to account for the availability of water

ligands to occupy the inner shell. The second term accounts for the thermal probability that

a specific ion has n inner-shell partners in solution. The last terms describe the solvation

of the X(H2O)m±
n cluster and the de-solvation of n individual water molecules from aqueous

solution in the outer-shell environment.

A judicious selection of � and n in Eq. 3 can simplify the free energy analysis. First, by

considering a specific �, the minimum value in kT ln [pX(n)] identifies the most probable n,

denoted as n̄. Then that contribution, associated with the work of selecting n waters for ion

association, can be dropped to result in Eq. 4,

µ(ex)
X ⇡ �kT ln

h
K(0)

n̄ ⇢H2O
n̄
i
+
⇣
µ(ex)
X(H2O)n̄

� n̄µ(ex)
H2O

⌘
(4)

Alternatively, the magnitude of the contribution, kT ln [pX(n)] from Eq. 3 can be estimated

from molecular simulation results for any n. Second, CSMs can be used to determine outer
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shell contributions. With most CSMs, the external boundary of the model cavity is defined by

spheres centered on each of the atoms. Typically, CSM results are sensitive to the radii of the

spheres that define the solute cavity, but when the ion is surrounded by a full shell of solvating

ligands, the sensitivity is lessened (when the radii for the ligands are adequate), and this

results in a fortuitous error cancellation in the last terms of (Eq. 3 and 4). Third, selecting

clusters with small n generally results in stronger solute-solvent interactions, which helps

ensure that vibrational motions are characterized by small displacements from equilibrium,

which is required when assuming a harmonic potential energy surface for the analysis of a

free energy. Prior work suggests that anharmonic vibrational motions become prominent

with clusters as small as n=5 for Na+ and K+ ions in clusters with water molecules,37 and

they can be even smaller sizes for anion-water clusters.28

As an aside, the solvation energy represented in Eq. 4 can also be equivalently represented

using the thermodynamic cycle shown in Scheme 1 which is mathematically expressed (using

di↵erent notation) with Eq 5.

Scheme 1: Monomer cycle for calculating an absolute solvation free energy.

�G⇤
solv(X

m±) = �G�
g,bind�n̄�G�!⇤+�G⇤

solv(X(H2O)m±
n̄ )�n̄�G⇤

solv(H2O)�n̄RT ln[H2O] (5)

Scheme 1 is sometimes called the “monomer cycle” since it involves individual water monomers

rather than a water cluster. The free energy of binding a gas phase cluster is expressed as

�G�
g,bind, where the circle denotes a the free energy di↵erence at a gas phase standard state
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of 1 bar. The solvation free energies (�G⇤
solv) are labeled with asterisks to denote ener-

gies conventionally expressed at an aqueous standard state of 1 M. Additional corrections

(�G�!⇤, each having a magnitude of 1.9 kcal/mol or 0.08 eV) are needed to account for the

change from a gas phase standard state to an aqueous phase standard state.

Molecular simulations can guide applications of QCT. Prior works used Born-Oppenheimer

molecular dynamics simulations to develop an a priori understanding of the first shell of sol-

vating waters around an ion to guide selection of the inner-shell boundary, �.14–16,18,20,21,24,26–28,63,64

The best free energy results were obtained when � was set to encompass the waters that de-

fine the first maximum in the radial distribution function (RDF) between the ion solute and

the oxygen atoms from surrounding water molecules. Then, treatment of the fully occupied

inner solvation shell with QM consistently yielded good agreement with absolute single ion

hydration free energy data. To reiterate a point made above, modeling an incomplete inner

solvation shell using a CSM can introduce errors in the outer-shell solvation contributions

because the sensitivity to atom radii that define the solvation cavity.20 The waters that de-

fine the first maxima in the radial distribution functions of small monovalent and divalent

ions like Li+ and Mg2+ also define the first solvation shells, which are well understood from

experiments to consist of tetra-coordinated (Li+)65 and hexa-coordinated (Mg2+)66 water

molecules. However, the coincidence between waters that define the maxima in RDF and

the first solvation shell might be less applicable for larger cations such as K+ that have less

easily distinguishable first and second solvation shells, and where only a subset of waters in

the first solvation shell contribute to the RDF maximum, thus motivating molecular sim-

ulation studies. Solvation shells around anions also are often more challenging to model

than cations because hydrogen-bonded waters are normally distributed further away from

anions and thus less strongly bound. The weaker bonding of local waters to anions leads

to anharmonic vibrational modes of motion, which motivate dynamics simulations that by-

pass traditional harmonic approximations to compute contributions to hydration free energy

from the inner-shell complex.28,64 The identification of complete solvation shells surrounding
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polyatomic species can be challenging, though Merz has reported a straightforward approach

using molecular dynamics simulations.67 While accurate and robust, a limitation of QCT

in applied studies is that dynamics sampling is needed for most cases, and this in turn re-

quires either well-parameterized force fields or relatively long and computationally intensive

classical trajectory simulations that include electron coordinates, such as Born-Oppenheimer

molecular dynamics (BOMD) or extended Lagrangian dynamics (LD).

Of the di↵erent cluster continuum procedures that do not require dynamics, the procedure

by Bryantsev et al. is promising since it appears to yield converged solvation free energies

for both the proton and Cu2+, and with results that appear to match the real solvation

scale. Their cycle, outlined in Scheme 2, is similar to the monomer cycle in Scheme 1, but it

involves pre-formed water clusters containing n interacting water molecules that have been

optimized at 0 K and free energy contributions are obtained using standard ideal gas, rigid

rotor, and harmonic oscillator approximations. The single ion solvation free energy from the

Scheme 2 cluster cycle is calculated with Eq. 6:

�G⇤
solv(X

m±) = �G�
g,bind ��G�!⇤ +�G⇤

solv(X(H2O)m±
n )��G⇤

solv(H2O)n �RTln([H2O]/n)

(6)

Scheme 2 also evaluates the same QCT theory shown in Eq. 3, but by applying QCT

to both the water dehydration problem (µ(ex)
H2O

) as well as the ion hydration problem (µ(ex)
X ).

This dual QCT approach has advantages due to anticipated error cancellations.32 By using

similar sizes of clusters for ion hydration and water dehydration, the boundary � between

inner and outer shells is approximately balanced on both sides of the equation, leading to

a cancellation of errors to the outer-shell solvation contribution from a CSM model. The

same balance in cluster sizes may also lead to an approximate cancellation of anharmonic

contributions in the inner-shell contributions to the solvation free energy. Eq. 3 depends on

using the most probable n to eliminate the kT ln [pX(n)] term (as done in Eq.4), or requires
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molecular simulations to explicitly evaluate that term. It also needs a filled inner-shell

occupancy so that the CSM model is minimally dependent on specific radii used to compute

the outer shell contribution to hydration free energy. Scheme 2 approximately eliminates

these constraints by error cancellations. With Scheme 2, large n values can be used; however,

care must be applied when the cavity radius is around 6 Å. In such length scales and above,

the surface or phase potential contributions to the solvation free energy, �, should be included

in the calculation.68–72 In the analysis here, outer-shell contributions to the solvation free

energy go to zero as cluster size increases,20,23 and then the phase potential enters into the

calculation and then is accounted for naturally. This explains why results from Scheme 2

agree better with real solvation scale than the absolute solvation scale.

Scheme 2: Cluster cycle for the calculation of real solvation free energy.

In this study, we will apply Scheme 2 to systematically model microsolvated ions and

water clusters using n = 1�20 water molecules. Below, we will show a modeling scheme that

involves modern tools such as ABCluster, dispersion-corrected Kohn-Sham density functional

theory, and the Smooth Overlap of Atomic Positions (SOAP) algorithm to analyze this

thermodynamic cycle to quantify energy contributions, assess likely causes for errors, and

understand the local structures of water molecules in these solvation environments. While

more calculations are required for Scheme 2 than would be needed for Scheme 1, we find that

the former scheme provides reasonably accurate single ion solvation free energies while also

eschewing the need for a priori knowledge of the solvation environment. Thus, calculations

from such cycles should be generalizable and easily automatable for any solute in any solvent
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environment.

3 Computational Methodology

We generated microsolvated solutes using the rigid molecular optimizer module of the AB-

Cluster program.53,54 We generated 1,000 low energy candidates using CHARMM force-

field parameters from MacKerell’s CGenFF website.73 Five low energy structures obtained

from the CHARMM forcefield optimization were then further optimized at the BP8674,75-

D3BJ76/def2-SVP77 or B3LYP78-D3BJ76/def2-SVP77 level of theory, as implemented in

ORCA79 using the RI-J or RIJCOSX approximations. Free energy contributions were cal-

culated using the ideal gas, rigid rotor, and harmonic oscillator approximations at the same

level of theory as the geometry optimizations. Finally, to assess the significance of higher

levels of theory, we calculated single point energies on fully optimized geometries at the

B3LYP78-D3BJ76/def2-TZVP77 and !B97X-D380/def2-TZVP77 levels of theory. Every en-

ergy reported in this manuscript is the Boltzmann-weighted average of the five low energy

structures identified with a global optimization code (ABCluster). The thermodynamic cycle

reported in Scheme 2 requires calculations on water clusters. To generate the water clusters,

we followed the same procedure outlined above using with TIP4P parameters for the water

molecules.81 Cluster geometries were then optimized at the same level of QM theory as the

solute-solvent clusters, as discussed above.

4 Results and Discussion

We first benchmarked low energy water clusters generated from ABCluster compared to

global minimum energy water clusters from the Cambridge Cluster Database that also used

the TIP4P forcefield.82 In all cases (n = 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20), the energy di↵erences between

our structures and the reference structures from the database were all at most +1.2 kcal/mol

(Table S2). This agreement demonstrates that ABCluster is an e↵ective tool for identifying
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low energy structures and that our water clusters are comparable to well-established and

globally optimized water cluster structures.

Next, we calculated solvation free energies of (H2O)n clusters using the thermodynamic

cycle outlined in Scheme S1 and compared it with solvation energy calculations using the

SMD solvation model. Table S3 shows solvation free energies for water clusters derived using

the thermodynamic cycle shown in Scheme S1, solvation free energies calculated directly

using a CSM, and the di↵erence between the two calculation schemes. For cases where

n = 2, 4, 8, the di↵erence in the two sets of solvation free energies is under 5 kcal/mol.

However, for larger clusters (n = 12, 16, 20), the di↵erence in free energies from these two

calculation schemes significantly increases by as much as 30 kcal/mol. This trend shows

that when relatively large clusters of water are solvated with a CSM, the model seems to

introduce significant errors that would then make them less reliable if used for calculations

with Scheme 2. The observation also in part justifies the use of QCT methods that use

Scheme 1 and relatively small cluster sizes. The lowest error arises with n = 4 because

it is the most probable size for water clusters, making the ln [pX(n)] term in Eq. 3 go

approximately to zero.

We then benchmarked calculated gas phase binding free energies of water molecules to

di↵erent ions against experimental data.83,84 Table S4 shows gas phase binding free energies

for one water molecule and di↵erent ions. For all the ions (Li+, Na+, K+, Cl�, Br�, F�),

calculations are in good agreement with the experimental data, and our errors are mostly

under 5 kcal/mol. We further compared the Na+ and K+ binding free energies with one wa-

ter molecule to other computational studies, and Table S4 shows that di↵erent calculations

agree reasonably well with experimental data.17,19 We also calculated binding free energies

involving four water molecules using Schemes 1 and 2, and compared them with both exper-

imental and other computational studies (Table S5). The reference experimental data used

for comparison add water molecules one by one to the system.83,84 Using Scheme 1, we get

very good agreement with the experimental values and our errors are under 5 kcal/mol for
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all ions (Li+, Na+, K+, F�, Cl�, Br�). The data are also in relatively close agreement with

gas phase binding free energies calculated by Rempe and coworkers.24 However, when we

used Scheme 2 to calculate binding of ions to four water molecules, we obtained free energies

that di↵er from the prior work by 10 kcal/mol. This di↵erence is anticipated on the basis

that Scheme 2 applies to solvation reactions, not gas phase association reactions.

After benchmarking our calculations, we calculated hydration free energies using Eq. 6,

which relies on the cluster thermodynamic cycle as outlined in Scheme 2. We considered a

data set of ions having di↵erence sizes and charges of 2+, 1+, 1-, and 2-. Figures 1 and 2

show hydration free energies for Na+, Mg2+, Cl�, SO2�
4 , and similar data are reported for all

ions and shown in Figures S1-S7. Table S6 shows hydration free energies for all the solutes,

and the percent error calculated by taking absolute hydration free energies from Marcus’s

study and adding the phase potential contribution taken from Lamoureux and Roux,50 using

Eq.1. In Figure 1a and 1c, for Na+ and Mg2+ cations, respectively, the hydration free energies

appear to converge steadily when we gradually increase the number of water molecules in the

system. In Figures 2a and 2c, for Cl� and SO2�
4 anions, respectively, the same inference does

not hold. The anion hydration free energies are not particularly sensitive to water cluster

size, and hydration free energies begin to deviate more from experiment when using 16 and

20 water molecules. Thus, our initial hypothesis that adding more solvent molecules into

the system should generally improve the accuracy compared to experiment was mainly true

only for the cations we modeled.

We then hypothesized that di↵erent microsolvated ion clusters might have significantly

di↵erent solute structures, which result in di↵erent hydration free energies, as shown in

Figures 1 and 2. To test this idea, we studied geometric similarities in cluster sizes. We

used the Smooth Overlap for Atomic Positions (SOAP) kernel to quantify the similarity

between solute environments.56,57 For the high-dimensional pair-similarity data on solute

environments, we used “sketch-maps”, a non-linear dimensionality reduction technique.85,86

Sketch-maps allow us to obtain a two-dimensional map that provides a meaningful visual
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representation of the similarity between solute environments.

Figure 1: Hydration free energy convergence plots and sketchmaps for Na+ and Mg2+. Plots
show (a) hydration free energies calculated with Eq.6 for Na+, (b) SOAP/sketchmap analysis
for Na+, (c) hydration free energies calculated with Eq.6 for Mg2+, (d) SOAP/sketchmap
analysis for Mg2+. Data are from !B97X-D3/def2-TZVP calculations on BP86-D3BJ/def2-
SVP or B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP geometries. Color bar shows the number of water molecules
in the system.

We define the local solute environment as a sphere of radius r+2 Å, centered at the

solute atom, where r is the atomic radius. For complex anions, the environment center was

chosen to be the position of the central atom, and r was taken to be the average central

atom-oxygen distance plus the atomic radius of the oxygen atom. This cuto↵ was chosen

to capture the evolution of the local solvation environment around the ion as increasing

numbers of water molecules were added, while disregarding solvent molecules further from

the ion. The atoms within the cuto↵ distance (including those of the solute) contribute to
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Figure 2: Hydration free energy convergence plots and sketchmaps for Cl� and SO2�
4 . Plots

show (a) hydration free energies calculated Eq.6 for Cl�, (b) SOAP/sketchmap analysis for
Cl�, (c) hydration free energies calculated with Eq.6 for SO2�

4 , (d) SOAP/sketchmap anaylsis
for SO2�

4 . Data are from !B97X-D3/def2-TZVP calculations on BP86-D3BJ/def2-SVP or
B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP geometries. Color bar shows the number of water molecules in the
system.

a smooth representation of the atom density, which is used to define a similarity measure

between structures invariant to permutation of atom indices as well as rigid translations and

rotations.

In our previous study using SOAP, we applied the pairwise similarity between configu-

rations to comment on structural analogies.87 To provide an intuitive representation of the

relationships between all pairs within a group of structures, we used a sketchmap based on

the SOAP metric. Each point on the map represents a solute environment. Data points
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in close proximity indicate systems with high similarity in local solvent environments. The

sketchmap algorithm follows a non-linear optimization procedure where the discrepancy be-

tween pairwise Euclidean distances in low dimension and the kernel-induced metric is mini-

mized. A sigmoid function is applied to focus the optimization on the most relevant range

of distances, e.g. disregarding thermal fluctuations. The parameters of this filter are in the

format, sigma-a-b. In all cases, we used a=3 and b=8, while sigma values were adapted to

di↵erent systems following the heuristics described in Ref.88 In Figures 1 and 2, we used a

coloring scheme in which the color gets lighter when the size of the cluster increases. Yellow

dots represent the clusters that have 20 water molecules, and dark purple dots represent the

clusters with only one water molecule.

Figures 1b and 1d demonstrate that, for cations (Na+, Mg2+), convergence of the hy-

dration free energies goes hand-in-hand with the convergence of the structure of the first

solvation shell that evolves with increasingly larger numbers of water clusters. Given the

short-range cuto↵ for the SOAP descriptors, these results show that the convergence of the

hydration free energies for the cations correlates with the convergence of the local solvent

environment. However, this correspondence between structural and energetic convergence

is not observed for the anions (Cl�, SO2�
4 ). The sketchmap for Cl� in Figure 2b shows

that local solvation environments start converging with n = 8, but there is a 10 kcal/mol

deviation in energy with clusters that involve 16 and 20 water molecules. A similar trend is

seen for the sketchmap for SO2�
4 in Figure 2d. As with the cations, we see local solvation

structures converge starting with about n = 8, but the energies for 16 and 20 water clusters

are o↵ by 15 kcal/mol. This discrepancy suggests that the errors shown in Figure 2 with

16 and 20 water clusters likely arise from an imbalance in anharmonic e↵ects in Scheme 2

because the ion-water clusters have more anharmonicity than the water-water clusters.

To obtain a more detailed understanding of where the errors come from, we performed

MD simulations using the AMEOBA force field89 with the TINKER90 software package to

account for both chemical and thermal energy scales. We performed simulations for Na+
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and Cl� and used a cubic box starting with 500 solvent molecules. We picked 100 frames

from the trajectory and carved out clusters having eight water molecules. Figure 3 shows

SOAP/sketchmap analysis for these 100 structures and our DFT optimized structures. For

Na+, DFT optimization resulted in similar structures as those found from the MD simulation

regardless of the functional used in the optimization. However for Cl�, DFT optimization

resulted in di↵erent structures than those found from the MD simulation. We believe this

is a result of enhanced anharmonic e↵ects in ion-water clusters with anions. The lack of

error cancellation in Scheme 2 with anions suggests that one needs to perform BOMD or LD

simulations within Scheme 1 to capture the correct geometry for outer-shell contributions

and account for anharmonicity in the inner-shell contributions to hydration free energy, as

demonstrated recently.27,28,30

Figure 3: SOAP/sketchmap analysis for Na+ and Cl� with eight water clusters. Yellow data
points are obtained from an MD trajectory, purple and green data points are obtained from
a full QM optimization in this work.

Therefore, in the absence of well-parameterized force fields or computationally intensive

BOMD simulations, we propose the following practical treatment (that exploits error cancel-

lations) for automated calculations of real solvation free energies: 1) Calculate solvation free

energies using the thermodynamic cycle in Scheme 2 for various values of n. 2) Use a SOAP

sketchmap analysis to identify a relatively converged local solvent environment. 3) Use the

smallest possible cluster to calculate solvation free energy contributions to minimize unbal-
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anced errors that appear to arise from a CSM analysis of outer-shell contributions combined

with harmonic analysis of inner-shell contributions to solvation free energy.

5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated an automatable cluster-continuum (i.e., mixed implicit/explicit) mod-

eling approach to calculating solvation free energies of ions and small molecules that should

be applicable for other molecules not considered in this study. We elucidated Scheme 1

in practical applications limits analysis to small n and CSM models to account for outer-

shell contributions, and the results agree with absolute solvation free energies. In contrast,

Scheme 2 analyzes large n and large cluster sizes, where CSM models drop out and phase

potentials enter the calculation. We also showed how adding explicit solvent molecules

improves calculated solvation free energies by creating a more physical local solvation en-

vironment, but adding too many solvent molecules leads to significant errors in the CSM

combined with harmonic analysis of inner-shell. Overall, we show an approach to system-

atically investigate solvation environments alongside with converging solvation free energies.

The SOAP/sketchmap analysis can be combined with global optimization techniques such

as ABCluster to minimize the required prior knowledge needed to compute an accurate sol-

vation free energy using quantum chemistry. We expect this approach will be applicable to

other ions in water as well as ions in di↵erent solvents.
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Table S1: Comparison of different solvation scales in kcal/mol.

Ion TATB [a] CPB [b] Difference
Li+ �113.5 �126.5 �13.0
Na+ �87.2 �101.3 �14.1
K+ �70.5 �84.1 �13.6
F� �111.1 �102.5 8.6
Cl� �81.3 �72.7 8.6
Br� �75.3 �66.3 9.0
[a] Data taken from Ref.1
[b] Cluster pair-base data (CPB). Data taken from taken from Ref.2

S1
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Table S2: Comparison of calculated electronic energies of water clusters in kcal/mol. [a]

n Globally optimized clusters [b] ABCluster clusters [c] Difference
2 -95924.5 -95924.1 0.4
4 -191852.8 -191852.1 0.7
8 -383710.1 -383708.9 1.2
12 -575564.3 -575564.0 0.3
16 -767420.3 -767420.2 0.1
20 -959279.6 -959279.0 0.6

[a] Single point electronic energies calculated using !B97X-D3/def2-TZVP.
[b] Geometries taken from Ref.3 and then reoptimized using BP86-D3BJ/def2-SVP.
[c] Geometries obtained using the procedure stated in the main text.

Scheme 1: Thermodynamic cycle for the formation of water clusters.
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Table S3: Energy contributions (in kcal/mol) used in solvation free energy calculations of
(H2O)n clusters at T = 298.15 K in kcal/mol.

n [a] [b] [c] �G⇤
solv(cycle) [d] �G⇤

solv(CSM) [e] Difference
2 �12.6 1.5 2.8 �11.4 �14.7 �3.3
4 �25.2 0.0 7.9 �17.3 �16.7 0.6
8 �50.5 �2.2 17.8 �30.5 �24.8 5.7
12 �75.7 �1.2 27.5 �47.0 �29.1 17.9
16 �100.9 �2.0 37.2 �61.8 �30.0 31.8
20 �126.2 �8.1 46.8 �71.4 �38.9 32.2

[a] n�G⇤
solv(H2O) energies: n�G⇤

solv(H2O) was calculated by taking the experimentally
derived �G⇤

solv(H2O) (see Ref.4) and then multiplying by n.
[b] Other energy terms: energy contributions from �G�

g,bind � (n� 1)�G�!⇤.
�G�

g,bind values are calculated using
DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP. �G�!⇤ is the correction for
moving from a gas phase standard state into an aqueous phase standard state.
[c] RTln(n[H2O]n�1) energies.
[d] �G⇤

solv(cycle) values: Experimentally derived solvation energies using the
thermodynamic cycle outlined in Scheme S1. �G⇤

solv(H2O)n = n�G⇤
solv(H2O)�

(�G�
g,bind � (n� 1)�G�!⇤) + RTln(n[H2O]n�1).

[e] �G⇤
solv(CSM) values: Solvation energies calculated using the SMD solvation model.

Table S4: Comparison of gas phase binding free energies for [X(H2O)] in kcal/mol. [a]

Ions Experiment [b] Literature �G�
g,bind [e]

Li+ �27.2 ⇡ �25[c] �31.8
Na+ �18.8 �18.6[d] �21.7
K+ �11.8 �12.0[d] �15.6
F� �19.1 ⇡ �20[c] �24.0
Cl� �8.6 - �11.8
Br� �7.3 - �9.0

[a] Free energies calculated using !B97X-D3/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP.
[b] Ref2

[c] Ref5 (calculated using B3LYP).
[d] Ref6 (calculated using B3LYP).
[e] This work.
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Table S5: Gas phase binding free energies of [X(H2O)4] in kcal/mol. [a]

Ions Experiment [b] Literature �G�
g,bind [e] �G�

g,bind [f]
Li+ �66.9 ⇡ �65[c] �62.5 �77.1
Na+ �46.9 �49.4[d] �41.0 �53.3
F� �46.3 ⇡ �45[c] �49.8 �52.0
Cl� �23.7 - �24.2 �29.5
Br� �20.3 - �18.2 �26.3

[a] Free energies calculated using !B97X-D3/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP.
[b] Ref2

[c] Ref5 (calculated using B3LYP).
[d] Ref6 (calculated using B3LYP).
[e] �G�

g,bind values are calculated using Scheme 1 in the main text.
[f] �G�

g,bind values are calculated using Scheme 2 in the main text.

Table S6: Comparison of experimental and calculated solvation free energies in kcal/mol. [a]

Ions Experiment [b] Avg. Cluster Size �Gsolv [e] Error % Error
Li+ �130.3 [c] 8, 12 �124.4 5.9 4.5
Na+ �105.1 [c] 8, 12 �103.3 1.8 1.7
K+ �87.8 [c] 8, 12 �80.2 7.6 8.6
F� �106.3 [c] 8, 12 �106.0 �0.3 0.2
Cl� �76.4 [c] 8, 12 �77.7 �1.3 1.7
Br� �70.1 [c] 8, 12 �72.0 �1.9 2.7

Mg2+ �466.0 [d] 12, 16 �460.0 6.0 1.3
Ca2+ �388.4 [d] 12, 16 �381.8 6.6 1.6
Zn2+ �495.9 [d] 12, 16 �487.3 8.6 1.8
SO2�

4 �237.0 [d] 12, 16 �245.3 -8.3 3.5
CO2�

3 �293.2 [d] 12, 16 �282.4 10.5 3.7

[a] Free energies calculated using !B97X-D3/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ-def2-SVP.
[b] Experimental free energies taken from Ref.7 and then corrected using the air/water
interface potential.
[c] Corrected using the phase potential correction (i.e. difference) listed in Table S1.
[d] Corrected using the phase potential correction (-12.45 kcal/mol) from Ref.8.
[e] �G⇤

solv calculated in this work.
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Figure S1: Hydration free energy convergence plot and sketchmap for Li+. Figure S1a shows
hydration free energy convergence plot calculated with Eq.6 in the main text for Li+. Figure
S1b is the SOAP/sketchmap analysis for Li+.

Figure S2: Hydration free energy convergence plot and sketchmap for K+. Figure S2a shows
hydration free energy convergence plot calculated with Eq.6 in the main text for K+. Figure
S2b is the SOAP/sketchmap analysis for K+.
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Figure S3: Hydration free energy convergence plot and sketchmap for F�. Figure S3a shows
hydration free energy convergence plot calculated with Eq.6 in the main text for F�. Figure
S3b is the SOAP/sketchmap analysis for F�.

Figure S4: Hydration free energy convergence plot and sketchmap for Br�. Figure S4a shows
hydration free energy convergence plot calculated with Eq.6 in the main text for Br�. Figure
S4b is the SOAP/sketchmap analysis for Br�.
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Figure S5: Hydration free energy convergence plot and sketchmap for Ca2+. Figure S5a
shows hydration free energy convergence plot calculated with Eq.6 in the main text for
Ca2+. Figure S5b is the SOAP/sketchmap analysis for Ca2+.

Figure S6: Hydration free energy convergence plot and sketchmap for Zn2+. Figure S6a
shows hydration free energy convergence plot calculated with Eq.6 in the main text for
Zn2+. Figure S6b is the SOAP/sketchmap analysis for Zn2+.
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Figure S7: Hydration free energy convergence plot and sketchmap for CO3
2�. Figure S7a

shows hydration free energy convergence plot calculated with Eq.6 in the main text for
CO3

2�. Figure S7b is the SOAP/sketchmap analysis for CO3
2�.
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